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@benhamner 

Kaggle runs machine learning competitions 
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@benhamner 

Kaggle also applies machine learning to optimize oil exploration and production 

Unconventional 
Horizontal well 

Shale Layer 

Conventional 
well 
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We’ve run hundreds of public competitions 
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@benhamner 

We’ve also run over 300 competitions for university classes 
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@benhamner 

These competitions have attracted over 235,000 data scientists 
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@benhamner 

These competitions have generated 660,000 submissions from around the world 
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@benhamner 

Most of the competitions we’ve run have involved supervised classification or regression 
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@benhamner @benhamner 

Examples of Machine Learning Competitions 
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Automatically grading student-written essays 

197 entrants 
155 teams 
2,499 submissions 
over 80 days 
$100,000 in prizes  
 
Human-level performance 

www.kaggle.com/c/asap-aes 

21,000+ 
essays 
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Predicting compounds toxicity given its molecular structure 

796 entrants 
703 teams 
8,841 submissions 
over 91 days 
$20,000 in prizes  
 
25.6% improvement over 
previous accuracy benchmark 

www.kaggle.com/c/
BioResponse 
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Personalizing web search results 

261 entrants 
194 teams 
3570 submissions 
over 91 days 
$9,000 in prizes  

www.kaggle.com/c/yandex-personalized-web-search-challenge 

167,000,000+ logs 
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@benhamner 

Helping new users get started with machine learning 

13 www.kaggle.com/c/yandex-personalized-web-search-challenge 
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How do machine learning competitions work? 
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@benhamner 

We take a dataset with a target variable 

SalePrice SquareFeet Type LotAcres Beds Baths 
$88k 719 HOME 1.64 1 1 

$164k 2017 APT   3 2 
$72k 697 APT   1 1 
$85k 948 HOME 1.02 2 3 

$271k 3375 APT   3 4 
$482k 3968 APT   4 4 
$88k 790 APT   1 2 

$128k 1341 HOME 0.66 3 3 
$235k 2379 APT   3 3 
$309k 2495 HOME 0.21 3 4 
$163k 1356 APT   1 1 
$375k 3361 HOME 1.64 3 4 
$98k 1060 HOME 0.05 1 1 
$50k 582 HOME 0.61 1 1 

$145k 1640 APT   2 3 
$394k 3546 HOME 0.4 4 4 
$82k 903 APT   2 2 

$105k 1096 HOME 0.04 3 4 
$129k 1280 HOME 0.15 2 2 
$106k 1139 APT   1 1 

Predicting the sale 
price of a home 
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@benhamner 

Training 

Test 

Split the data into two sets, a training set and a test set 

Solution 
“Ground Truth” 

SalePrice SquareFeet Type LotAcres Beds Baths 
$88k 719 HOME 1.64 1 1 

$164k 2017 APT   3 2 
$72k 697 APT   1 1 
$85k 948 HOME 1.02 2 3 

$271k 3375 APT   3 4 
$482k 3968 APT   4 4 
$88k 790 APT   1 2 

$128k 1341 HOME 0.66 3 3 
$235k 2379 APT   3 3 
$309k 2495 HOME 0.21 3 4 
$163k 1356 APT   1 1 
$375k 3361 HOME 1.64 3 4 
$98k 1060 HOME 0.05 1 1 
$50k 582 HOME 0.61 1 1 

$145k 1640 APT   2 3 
$394k 3546 HOME 0.4 4 4 
$82k 903 APT   2 2 

$105k 1096 HOME 0.04 3 4 
$129k 1280 HOME 0.15 2 2 
$106k 1139 APT   1 1 
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@benhamner 

Training 

Test 

Our community gets everything but the solution on the test set 

Solution 
“Ground Truth” 

SalePrice SquareFeet Type LotAcres Beds Baths 
$88k 719 HOME 1.64 1 1 

$164k 2017 APT   3 2 
$72k 697 APT   1 1 
$85k 948 HOME 1.02 2 3 

$271k 3375 APT   3 4 
$482k 3968 APT   4 4 
$88k 790 APT   1 2 

$128k 1341 HOME 0.66 3 3 
$235k 2379 APT   3 3 
$309k 2495 HOME 0.21 3 4 
$163k 1356 APT   1 1 
$375k 3361 HOME 1.64 3 4 
$98k 1060 HOME 0.05 1 1 
??? 582 HOME 0.61 1 1 
??? 1640 APT   2 3 
??? 3546 HOME 0.4 4 4 
??? 903 APT   2 2 
??? 1096 HOME 0.04 3 4 
??? 1280 HOME 0.15 2 2 
??? 1139 APT   1 1 
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@benhamner 

Competition participants use the training set to learn the relation between the data and the target 
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Training 

Test 

Competition participants apply their models to make predictions on the test set 

SalePrice SquareFeet Type LotAcres Beds Baths 
$88k 719 HOME 1.64 1 1 

$164k 2017 APT   3 2 
$72k 697 APT   1 1 
$85k 948 HOME 1.02 2 3 

$271k 3375 APT   3 4 
$482k 3968 APT   4 4 
$88k 790 APT   1 2 

$128k 1341 HOME 0.66 3 3 
$235k 2379 APT   3 3 
$309k 2495 HOME 0.21 3 4 
$163k 1356 APT   1 1 
$375k 3361 HOME 1.64 3 4 
$98k 1060 HOME 0.05 1 1 
??? 582 HOME 0.61 1 1 
??? 1640 APT   2 3 
??? 3546 HOME 0.4 4 4 
??? 903 APT   2 2 
??? 1096 HOME 0.04 3 4 
??? 1280 HOME 0.15 2 2 
??? 1139 APT   1 1 

Submission 

Predicted 
$41k 

$165k 
$280k 
$76k 

$128k 
$115k 
$94k 
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@benhamner 

Training 

Test 

Kaggle compares the submission to the ground truth 

SalePrice SquareFeet Type LotAcres Beds Baths 
$88k 719 HOME 1.64 1 1 

$164k 2017 APT   3 2 
$72k 697 APT   1 1 
$85k 948 HOME 1.02 2 3 

$271k 3375 APT   3 4 
$482k 3968 APT   4 4 
$88k 790 APT   1 2 

$128k 1341 HOME 0.66 3 3 
$235k 2379 APT   3 3 
$309k 2495 HOME 0.21 3 4 
$163k 1356 APT   1 1 
$375k 3361 HOME 1.64 3 4 
$98k 1060 HOME 0.05 1 1 
$50k 582 HOME 0.61 1 1 

$145k 1640 APT   2 3 
$394k 3546 HOME 0.4 4 4 
$82k 903 APT   2 2 

$105k 1096 HOME 0.04 3 4 
$129k 1280 HOME 0.15 2 2 
$106k 1139 APT   1 1 

Submission 

Predicted 
$41k 

$165k 
$380k 
$76k 

$128k 
$115k 
$94k 

Delta 
-$9k 
$20k 
-$14k 
-$6k 
$13k 
-$14k 
-$12k 
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@benhamner 

Training 

Test 

Kaggle calculates two scores, one for the public leaderboard and one for the private leaderboard 

SalePrice SquareFeet Type LotAcres Beds Baths 
$88k 719 HOME 1.64 1 1 

$164k 2017 APT   3 2 
$72k 697 APT   1 1 
$85k 948 HOME 1.02 2 3 

$271k 3375 APT   3 4 
$482k 3968 APT   4 4 
$88k 790 APT   1 2 

$128k 1341 HOME 0.66 3 3 
$235k 2379 APT   3 3 
$309k 2495 HOME 0.21 3 4 
$163k 1356 APT   1 1 
$375k 3361 HOME 1.64 3 4 
$98k 1060 HOME 0.05 1 1 
$50k 582 HOME 0.61 1 1 

$145k 1640 APT   2 3 
$394k 3546 HOME 0.4 4 4 
$82k 903 APT   2 2 

$105k 1096 HOME 0.04 3 4 
$129k 1280 HOME 0.15 2 2 
$106k 1139 APT   1 1 

Submission 

Predicted 
$41k 

$165k 
$380k 
$76k 

$128k 
$115k 
$94k 

MeanError 
Public Leaderboard $14k 
Private Leaderboard $15k 

Delta 
-$9k 
$20k 
-$14k 
-$6k 
$13k 
-$14k 
-$12k 
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@benhamner 

The participant immediately sees their public score on the public leaderboard 
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@benhamner 

Participants explore the problem and iterate on their models to improve them 
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@benhamner 

At the end, the participant with the best score on the private leaderboard wins 
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@benhamner @benhamner 

Machine learning process 
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@benhamner 

A machine learning process involves a complex series of iterative steps 

Business 
Problem Collect Data Transform 

Data 
Dataset 
Splitting 

Evaluation  
Metric 

Feature 
Extraction 

Feature 
Selection 

Model 
Training 

Model 
Ensembling 

Methodology 
Selection 

Production 
System 

Ongoing 
Optimization 
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@benhamner 

The steps in this process fall into three phases 

Before the Competition 
•  Business Problem 
• Collect Data 
•  Transform Data 
• Dataset Splitting 
•  Evaluation  Metric 

During the Competition 
•  Feature Extraction 
•  Feature Selection 
• Model Training 
• Model Ensembling 

After the Competition 
• Methodology Selection 
•  Production System 
• Ongoing optimization 
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@benhamner @benhamner 

Designing a machine learning competition 
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@benhamner 

8 steps to design a machine learning competition 

1.  Define a business or research problem 
2.  Collect an appropriate dataset 
3.  Split the dataset into training, public leaderboard, and private 

leaderboard sets 
4.  Handle any data privacy issues 
5.  Handle any data leakage issues 
6.  Choose an evaluation metric 
7.  Create a benchmark 
8.  Create simple, compelling documentation 
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@benhamner 

Define a business or research problem 

•  Automatically grade student written essays 
•  Identify object in an image 
•  Predict seizures 
•  Predict which customers will churn 
•  Predict fraud 
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@benhamner 

Collect an appropriate dataset 

•  Data produced through existing business processes 
•  You need to gather and create a dataset 
•  There needs to be a hidden ground truth 
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@benhamner 

Split the dataset into training, public leaderboard, and private leaderboard sets 

•  Random split 
•  Temporal split 

–  Many random train/public/private time windows 
–  Three time windows – one per set 

•  Split by groups 
–  Users 
–  Cohorts 
–  Geographies 
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@benhamner 

The Wikipedia challenge had an unfortunate ending due to a data splitting mistake 
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@benhamner 

“We’d been using logistic regression in high dimensional feature 
spaces. Tried a Random Forest on it and it improved our 
performance by 14%. We were going to be rich!!” … 

One company overlapped their seven day test set with the training set by one day 



@benhamner 

training target 

training target 

training target 

training target 

training target 

training target 

training target 

training target 

Time 

Good 

Bad 

In a bond trading competition, the host initially launched it with overlapping train/test windows 
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Time series are especially tricky for dataset splitting 

36 http://infosthetics.com/archives/panopticom_experiment.jpg 



@benhamner 

In the essay competition, some essays were duplicated in the source data 
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@benhamner 

Privacy 
and 

Anonymization 
 
 

It’s crucial to consider and handle any potential data privacy issues before releasing the dataset 
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@benhamner 

Some Netflix users were deanonymized in the Netflix competition (which predated Kaggle) 
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@benhamner 

Some student written essays contained identifiable information – we removed these from the data 

•  Full names 
•  Facebook account information 
•  Illicit activities alongside identifiable information 
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@benhamner 

Security prices weren’t normalized, making it easier to identify the ones with extreme prices 
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@benhamner 

A team won a follower recommendation competition through graph deanonymization 
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@benhamner 

Be aware that (zipcode, gender, date of birth) uniquely identifies 87% of the US population 
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@benhamner 

Data leakage is a thorny problem that plagues machine learning competitions 

“Deemed ‘one of the top ten data mining mistakes’, leakage is 
essentially the introduction of information about the data mining target, 
which should not be legitimately available to mine from” 
 
“the concept of identifying and harnessing leakage has been openly 
addressed as one of three key aspects for winning data mining 
competitions” 
 

 - “Leakage in Data Mining: formulation, detection, and avoidance”  S Kaufman et al 
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•  prtcpnt_id 
•  status 
•  state 
•  yrdx_sel 
•  agedx_sel 
•  cob 
•  arraust 
•  mumage 
•  mumcob 
•  priorsibs 
•  dadage 
•  dadcob 
•  twintwintype 
•  badge 
•  evsmoked 
•  startsmk 
•  nowsmoke 
•  stopsmk 
•  exquit 
•  nowquit 
•  quityrs 
•  cigs_day_num 
•  cigs_day 
•  evdrink 
•  evbeer 
•  evwine 
•  evspirits 
•  marstat 
•  persons 
•  sonnum 
•  dghtnum 
•  notoncal 
•  brothers 
•  sisters 
•  religion 
•  educ 
•  height 
•  wgt1yr 
•  wgt21 
•  Maxwgt 
•  maxwtage 

•  wgtchng 
•  waist 
•  waist21 
•  gspurt 
•  acne 
•  acneage 
•  acface 
•  acneck 
•  acback 
•  acchest 
•  actreat 
•  acchem 
•  prescrip 
•  actime 
•  barium 
•  barnum 
•  xray 
•  xraynum 
•  tonsils 
•  tonsage 
•  adenoids 
•  adenage 
•  appendix 
•  appenage 
•  circumcis 
•  circage 
•  vasect 
•  vasage 
•  prossurg 
•  prsgoth 
•  psurgnum 
•  prsgage1 
•  prsgage2 
•  prsgage3 
•  prsgage4 
•  prsgage5 
•  hip 
•  hipnum 
•  angina 
•  anginage 
•  highbp 

•  highbpage 
•  htattack 
•  htattage 
•  stroke 
•  strkage 
•  diabetes 
•  diabage 
•  glandfev 
•  gfage 
•  hepatit 
•  hepatitage 
•  prosca 
•  prcanage 
•  disorder 
•  disother 
•  disnum 
•  disname1 
•  discode1 
•  disage1 
•  disname2 
•  discode2 
•  disage2 
•  disname3 
•  discode3 
•  disage3 
•  disname4 
•  discode4 
•  disage4 
•  disname5 
•  discode5 
•  disage5 
•  disname6 
•  discode6 
•  disage6 
•  disname7 
•  discode7 
•  disage7 
•  disname8 
•  discode8 
•  disage8 
•  dx_otherca 

•  othercanum 
•  testinj 
•  tinjage 
•  thyroid 
•  thyrage 
•  hairnow 
•  acscars 
•  gleason 
•  grade 
•  stage 
•  stage_complete 
•  father_pc 
•  brothers_pc 
•  empty 
•  twohours 
•  stopstart 
•  postpone 
•  weak 
•  push 
•  nocturia 
•  ejacage 
•  maxejac 
•  ejac20 
•  freq20 
•  ejac30 
•  freq30 
•  ejac40 
•  freq40 
•  ejaclast 
•  freqlast 
•  women30 
•  newwomen 
•  men30 
•  newmen 
•  sextests 
•  ipss 
•  complete 
•  modsev 
•  included 
•  nodiet_cde 
•  wgtldiet_cde 

•  vegdiet_cde 
•  lfatdiet_cde 
•  fbrdiet_cde 
•  othdiet_cde 
•  oilolv_cde 
•  oilblnd_cde 
•  spdbrd_cde 
•  fatfry_cde 
•  drssld_cde 
•  drsveg_cde 
•  bakefat_cde 
•  milkty_cde 
•  milktea_cde 
•  milkcoff_cde 
•  milkcaro_cde 
•  sugr_qty 
•  grlc_cde 
•  mltvit_flg 
•  vita_flg 
•  vitc_flg 
•  vite_flg 
•  clcm_flg 
•  fshoil_flg 
•  fshoil_qty 
•  fshoil_tme 
•  codoil_flg 
•  codoil_qty 
•  codoil_tme 
•  wbran_flg 
•  wbran_qty 
•  wbran_tme 
•  obran_flg 
•  obran_qty 
•  obran_tme 
•  fbrsup_flg 
•  fbrsup_qty 
•  fbrsup_tme 
•  crlwgerm_cde 
•  crlmusli_cde 
•  crloth_cde 
•  riceboil_cde 

•  ricefry_cde 
•  ricemix_cde 
•  brdwht_cde 
•  brdwmeal_cde 
•  brdfrt_cde 
•  bsctdry_cde 
•  bsctswt_cde 
•  cake_cde 
•  pdng_cde 
•  pstamix_cde 
•  pzza_cde 
•  dimsim_cde 
•  ptrysvry_cde 
•  chscotg_cde 
•  chsrict_cde 
•  chsfeta_cde 
•  chslfat_cde 
•  chshard_cde 
•  chscrm_cde 
•  chschdr_cde 
•  icecrm_cde 
•  cstrd_cde 
•  crmty_cde 
•  yghrt_cde 
•  eggboil_cde 
•  eggfry_cde 
•  eggmix_cde 
•  butr_cde 
•  mrgn_cde 
•  bfvlsnzl_cde 
•  bfvlrst_cde 
•  bfstk_cde 
•  bfrisol_cde 
•  bfmix_cde 
•  cknrst_cde 
•  cknboil_cde 
•  cknmix_cde 
•  lmbrst_cde 
•  lmbmix_cde 
•  prkrst_cde 
•  game_cde 

•  lvrlvrpt_cde 
•  othofl_cde 
•  salmi_cde 
•  sausfrnk_cde 
•  bacn_cde 
•  ham_cde 
•  bfcorn_cde 
•  othlnch_cde 
•  fshstm_cde 
•  fshfry_cde 
•  fshsmk_cde 
•  fshtin_cde 
•  seafd_cde 
•  soupcrm_cde 
•  souplgm_cde 
•  soupoth_cde 
•  vegpckl_cde 
•  tom_cde 
•  cpsm_cde 
•  slgrn_cde 
•  cmbr_cde 
•  clryfnl_cde 
•  btroot_cde 
•  clsw_cde 
•  potfat_cde 
•  potnfat_cde 
•  crrt_cde 
•  cbgbrsl_cde 
•  clfwr_cde 
•  brcl_cde 
•  lfgrn_cde 
•  beanpea_cde 
•  lgmdry_cde 
•  pmkn_cde 
•  onioleek_cde 
•  mshrm_cde 
•  cornswt_cde 
•  zchsqegp_cde 
•  vegckmix_cde 
•  appcdry_cde 
•  othdry_cde 

•  frtsl_cde 
•  orgmdrn_cde 
•  appl_cde 
•  bana_cde 
•  pchnctrn_cde 
•  pear_cde 
•  cntlphdw_cde 
•  wtrmln_cde 
•  strwbry_cde 
•  plum_cde 
•  aprct_cde 
•  grapfrt_cde 
•  pnpl_cde 
•  avcd_cde 
•  olv_cde 
•  fig_cde 
•  grap_cde 
•  milkdrk_cde 
•  jcorglmn_cde 
•  jcothfrt_cde 
•  tea_cde 
•  teahrb_cde 
•  coff_cde 
•  caro_cde 
•  wtrty_cde 
•  drkdtsft_cde 
•  drksft_cde 
•  cnftchoc_cde 
•  cnftoth_cde 
•  peanutpr_cde 
•  othnut_cde 
•  dip_cde 
•  snkchpty_cde 
•  spdjamty_cde 
•  spdvegty_cde 

One prostate cancer dataset leaked information through the “prossurg” feature 
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@benhamner 

Make sure to check that the ID column isn’t informative (if it shouldn’t be) 
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@benhamner 

Choose an evaluation method that relates back to the business or research problem 

•  Classification 
–  AUC 
–  Logarithmics Loss 
–  Accuracy 

•  Regression 
–  RMSE 
–  MAE 

•  Ranking 
–  MAP 
–  NDCG 

•  Other / Custom 
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@benhamner 

Create at least a random benchmark and a basic benchmark 

•  A random benchmark 
•  A basic benchmark 

–  Make sure that there’s signal in the data 
–  Make sure that the problem’s not too trivial 
–  Identify other potential issues 

•  A state of the art benchmark (if available) 
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Create simple and compelling documentation 

1.  Introduce the problem 
2.  Describe the data 
3.  Describe the evaluation 
4.  Help users get started with benchmark code 
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@benhamner 

Choose a competition duration 

•  Hackathon (24 hours - 1 week) 
–  simpler problems 
–  publicity and fun over results 

•  Standard Competition (1 month - 6 months) 
–  3 months makes a great default 
–  very complex competitions should run longer 
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Running A Competition 
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@benhamner 

The forums provide a rich place for the host and participants to interact 
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Hosts answer questions around the problem domain and dataset 
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@benhamner 

Participants help each other understand the problem and debug their solutions 
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@benhamner 

One thread that commonly emerges is on data quality issues 
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@benhamner 

In one competition, we had flights landing before they took off 
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@benhamner 

Transcribers didn’t always follow instructions when we created the essay grading dataset 

•  Essay: “This essay got good marks, but as far as I can tell, it's 
gibberish.” 

•  Human Scores: 5/5, 4/5 
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@benhamner 

The best way we know to identify data quality issues is to run a competition 

58 http://ww1.prweb.com/prfiles/2011/08/09/8706190/squirell_nut3.png 



@benhamner 

The leaderboard is a powerful mechanism to drive competition 
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@benhamner 

The leaderboard is objective and meritocratic 
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@benhamner 

The leaderboard encourages leapfrogging 
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@benhamner 

The leaderboard encourages iterative improvements over many submissions 
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@benhamner 

This causes the competition to approach the frontier of what’s possible given the data 



@benhamner 

Many competitions quickly approach a frontier; the most challenging ones take longer 
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@benhamner 

Some applied ML research looks like competitions running over years instead of months 

www.kaggle.com/c/BioResponse/leaderboard yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/ 
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@benhamner 

Handling cheating 
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@benhamner @benhamner 

Competing at a world class level 
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@benhamner 

Setup your environment to enable rapid iteration and experimentation 

Extract and 
Select Features 

Train Models 

Evaluate and 
Visualize Results 

Identify & Handle 
Data Oddities 

Data 
Preprocessing 
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@benhamner 

Random Forests / GBM’s work very well for many common classification and regression tasks 

(Verikas et al. 2011) 69 



@benhamner 

The Boruta feature selection algorithm is robust and reliable 

•  Wrapper method around Random Forest and its calculated 
variable importance 

•  Iteratively trains RF’s and runs statistical tests to identify 
features as important or not important  

•  Widely used in competition-winning models to select a small 
subset of features for use in training more complex models 

•  library(boruta) in R 
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@benhamner 

Model ensembling almost always results in marginal but significant performance gains 
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@benhamner 

Ensembling the solutions from the top teams produced a significant additional improvement 
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@benhamner 

Ensembling the top models in the Merck Molecular Activity challenge improved performance 

0.47 
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@benhamner 

Deep learning has been very effective in computer vision competitions we’ve hosted 

caffe, theano, and torch7 are three popular open source libraries that facilitate deep learning 
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@benhamner 

The Porter Stemming algorithm is a effective preprocessing step on many English language tasks 

•  Simple algorithm from the 1980s to convert English words to 
their stems 
–  connects -> connect 
–  connecting -> connect 
–  connected -> connect 

•  Widely used as a preprocessing step for some models by 
winning teams in almost all NLP competitions we’ve hosted 
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@benhamner http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Overfitting.svg  

Be very cautious about overfitting 
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@benhamner 

Overfitting is where you perform better on the available data but worse on unseen data 
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@benhamner 

Without overfitting, public and private leaderboard scores would be more correlated 
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@benhamner 

In some competitions, participants dramatically overfit the public leaderboard 
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@benhamner 

There are many clever methods of overfitting at levels of the machine learning process 

•  Traditional overfitting (e.g. NN on few training examples) 
•  Parameter tweaking based on test set performance 
•  Brittle performance metric 
•  Bad statistics 
•  Choice of metric 
•  Incomplete prediction 
•  Human-in-the-loop 
•  Dataset selection 
•  Reprobleming 
•  Old datasets 
•  Overfitting by review 

http://www.hunch.net/?p=22 80 
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We’ve seen some things that competitions aren’t effective at 
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@benhamner 

Competitions don’t typically yield simple and theoretically elegant solutions 

*exception – Factorization Machines in KDD Cup 2012  
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Competitions don’t typically yield production code 

http://ora-00001.blogspot.ru/2011/07/mythbusters-stored-procedures-edition.html 
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Competitions don’t always yield computationally efficient solutions 

•  Rewards performance without computational and complexity 
constraints 

http://iinustechtips.com/main/topic/193045-need-help-underclocking-d/ 84 
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There are many things competitions are great for 
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@benhamner 

Optimizing a quantifiable evaluation metric by exploring an enormously broad range of approaches 
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@benhamner 

Fairly and consistently evaluating a variety of approaches on the same problem 

•  Implementation details matter, which can make it tough to 
reproduce results in other settings where data and/or code is 
not open source 

•  “A quick, simple way to apply machine learning successfully? 
In your domain, find the stupid baseline that new methods 
consistently claim to beat. Implement that stupid baseline” 
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Identifying data quality and leakage issues 

Check that ID 
column isn’t 
informative 

“Deemed ‘one of the top ten data mining mistakes’, leakage is essentially the 
introduction of information about the data mining target, which should not be 
legitimately available to mine from.” 

- “Leakage in Data Mining: formulation, detection, and avoidance” S Kaufman et al 

Time 
series 

are tricky 
 
 

Essay: “This essay got good marks, but as far as I can tell, it's gibberish.” 
Human Scores: 5/5, 4/5 
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Exposing a specific domain problem to many new communities around the world 
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Moving from research to production in the essay scoring competitions 

•  Existing vendors of machine grading technology participated 
in these competitions as well 

•  Some went on to contract with the winners and incorporate 
their results into their systems 

•  One individual, Vik Paruchi, who scored in the top 3 in both 
competitions went on to develop a machine grading 
implementation EASE at edX (https://github.com/edx/ease) 

•  A then-PhD student, Elijah Mayfield, created a startup based 
on his methodology (https://lightside.com) 
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My competition platform wish list 

•  Upload model training and prediction code 
•  Upload model 
•  Multistage competitions 
•  Competitions as prediction markets 
•  Forward time series prediction 
•  AI competitions 
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Thank you! 
 

Head to www.kaggle.com to enter your first 
competition 
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